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Introduction
This article is an attempt to unravel some of the myths surrounding the origins of brush
playing. We’ll look at what the forerunners of brushes were, how and when they came
into being and establish a timeframe for when their popularity grew, sweeping the world
and drumheads alike. To avoid creating myths of my own I’ve concentrated on using firsthand accounts as source material—interviews with those who witnessed the events
unfold—as well as published records of the time. The history presented here is far from
complete, but hopefully it will stimulate debate and further research so that one day a
more comprehensive picture emerges.
Mr Sandman
A common belief about brushes is that they were originally ‘fly-swatters’. As we shall soon
see, a type of fly-swatter brush was indeed the precursor of the wire-brush that we use
today. Our story however, begins with sand. In the early nineteen hundreds, sand-blocks
were commonly used as a theatre effect, mainly to replicate ‘surf and steam’ sounds. Such
accessories were referred to as ‘traps’ and some ‘trap-drummers’ started using sand-blocks
for rhythmic accompaniment when, “vamping first strains of ragtime numbers”. [1] This
practice was recalled by New Orleans trombonist Preston Jackson:
The softer the band played, the better Mutt [Carey] played. The drummer used sandpaper,
there being no wire brushes at that time. You could hear every instrument. They seemed to
blend better than the average band nowadays. Whenever the band became noisy, Mutt
would look back and sideways and say, “Sh, sh,” meaning get down softer. That didn’t stop
them from swinging. Some cats can’t swing soft. [2]
The general idea was for the drummer to replicate the sound and rhythms of a ‘sanddance’, not only to accompany fellow musicians, but sometimes the dancers themselves.
One drum manufacturer, Dodge, in their 1907 brochure, even marketed sand-blocks as a,
“Piano-forte Sand Jig imitation” effect. So what exactly was the sand-dance? The basic
principal involved dancers scraping the soles of their shoes on the floor to create rhythm.
To make the brushing effects more audible, the floor would be covered with sand. [3] In
vaudeville, professional dancers would sprinkle the sand themselves, from a can or similar
receptacle as they moved about the stage. [4] The dance had similarities with the ‘Slow
Drag’. In New Orleans, in the less salubrious parts of the city, ‘ladies of easy virtue’
dropped by the dance halls after midnight and the music got slow, bluesy and ‘draggy’.
Buddy Bolden, “who liked to hear the shuffling of feet as a background to his music”, would
yell out to his orchestra:
Way down, way down low [play quietly]
So I can hear those whores
Drag their feet across the floor [5]
Bandleader Manuel Manetta remembered the dancers, “packed like sardines in there,
sound like sandpaper”. [6]

Although Preston Jackson’s account tells us that there were occasions when the drummer
was required to play quietly, and that sand-blocks were one option, the evolution from
blocks to brushes—which require a very different playing technique—isn’t immediately
apparent. Still, he does highlight that during the early part of the twentieth century a
practice existed—among some, at any rate—of using swish-type rhythms to accompany
others on the bandstand. So in that sense, sand-blocks were the forerunner of the modern
brush. At some point though, the trap-drummer did turn to the wire-brush; or rather,
“that truly American instrument the common or garden fly-swatter, with which he brushes
delicate rasps, like etherealized sandpaper scraping, off the top of the snare drum”. [7]
Straighten Up and Fly Right
Patents for early ‘fly-killers’—the first one granted in 1895—show brushes with wire
bristles arranged in broad, flat fans, attached to the ends of long handles. Because meshpaddle swatters are the norm nowadays, it may seem strange that brushes were ever used
in the first place. However, if the marketing hype is to be believed, there was a genuine
advantage to using the wire-brush:
A fly can be killed on the table, wall or other place, without leaving any trace, as would be
the result if killed with a paper rolled up. [8]
Some of these wire-brush fly-swatters bear a remarkable resemblance to modern-day
brushes and during the formative years of jazz, drummers began substituting them for
sticks, when the occasion required. Eventually, fit-for-purpose drum-brushes emerged in
the early-to-mid 1920s and although drum manufacturers marketed their products under
different names—‘Jazz Stick’ in the case of Ludwig and Ludwig, for example—they
continued to be referred to as fly-swatters, ‘flywhisks’ and ‘swats’ throughout the twenties.
[9]

So who can we thank for first introducing the brushes?
The Great Pretender
According to pianist Jelly Roll Morton, he introduced the fly swatter—“they now call them
brushes”—when working in California:
I, myself, by accident, discovered the swats on drums. Out in Los Angeles I had a drummer
that hit his snares so loud that one night I gave him a couple of fly swatters for a gag. This
drummer fell in with the joke and used them, but they worked so smooth he kept right on
using them. So we have “the swats” today—a nice soft way to keep your rhythm going. [10]
A notorious bragger, prone to self-aggrandisement, Morton shouldn’t be taken too
seriously. However, it’s an odd claim for a non-drummer to make and his story rings true.
Although unlikely that he was solely responsible for introducing brushes to the world, he
may well have introduced them to the West Coast if nothing else. After arriving in 1917,
Morton stayed out West for around six years. He was mostly active in Los Angeles for
only the first two years of that period though, which gives us a rough timeline. [11]

Whether any school of brush-playing he spawned was at all influential, it is impossible to
say. Chicago was the jazz capital at the time and not Los Angeles. Having said that, in
one sense Jelly Roll Morton really did introduce brushes to the world. The sides that he
cut with Baby Dodds in 1927 are, arguably, the first significant jazz recordings to feature
brushes. [12]

A 1926 re-enactment of the moment when Jelly Roll Morton
invented bush playing.

You Turned the Tables On Me
Ralph Berton, in his combined personal memoir and biography of Bix Beiderbecke, offered
a more obvious candidate for the person responsible for introducing brushes—his elder
brother, the talented drummer and bandleader Vic Berton:
His next business triumph occurred around 1921, when I was ten. At informal jazz sessions
in musicians’ homes, which often take place “after hours”—i.e., between 2 A.M. and 6
A.M.—the drummer would use, instead of snare drum and drumsticks, which would have
awakened the neighborhood, an upended suitcase and a pair of whisk brooms, probably an
idea borrowed from the old spasm bands. Vic dug the sound, and again devised a
professional improvement: in our garage he hammered together, onto a pair of flat wooden
sticks, two fan-shaped bundles of short thin steel wires, clamped together at their vertexes.
He had just invented wire brushes. [13]
We will return to the subject of whisk brooms, but for the moment let’s focus on the rest
of Ralph Berton’s narrative. His claim could so easily be dismissed as the glib boastings of
a proud, younger brother were it not for the fact that Vic Berton had already come up with
a number of improvements to the drum kit and is widely acknowledged as the inventor of
the ‘low boy’: the foot-operated predecessor of the modern hi-hat. [14] Vic had previously

shown at least one of his ideas to, “his favorite manufacturer of drums”; and, according to
Ralph Berton, had given them a demonstration of his homemade brushes:
For Vic had once more taken his little idea to his manufacturer friend, who again thought it
was just dandy; in fact he took care to improve on Vic’s crude design by attaching the sheaf
of wires to a metal tube, before taking out a patent and going into production. Today, fifty
years later, wire brushes are taken for granted as an indispensable ingredient of the sound of
jazz drums—many drummers use them exclusively—and again Vic Berton never made a
nickel out of it, nor, as far as I know, even got official credit. [15]
The ‘manufacturer friend’ Ralph refers to was probably Ludwig & Ludwig. The firm was
also Chicago based and Vic Berton went on to endorse their tympani drums. [16] They
brought out their Jazz Sticks—probably the first purpose-built drum-brush to come to
market—within a year or so of Berton making his prototype brushes, but Ludwig’s
product was in another league altogether. Jazz Sticks featured a, “wire brush that folds
into the handle”. [17] In other words, the wires were retractable so they could be protected
when not in use. Obviously Ludwig & Ludwig had done some extensive research and
development. Or had they?
The Law Gonna Step On You
When the Jazz Stick arrived on the scene an almost identical brush already existed, only it
was being sold as a ‘telescopic fly-killer’. Possibly to avoid legal headaches, Ludwig &
Ludwig quickly brought out a modified brush called the ‘Synco Jazz stick’—‘Synco’ being a
then popular contraction of the word ‘syncopation’. It differed from the original in that
the wires were extended using a metal plunger-rod with a rubber ball ‘mallet’ fitted to its
end. Despite the changes, the similarities were still too much for one of the co-inventors
of the telescopic fly-killer, Louis Allis, who took Ludwig to court for patent infringement
in 1928—Louis Allis & Adolph R. Wiens’ version of the brush having been patented in 1913.
Although William F. Ludwig II, in his autobiography The Making of a Drum Company,
gave a nod to Allis & Wiens as being the inventors of the modern drum-brush, Ludwig &
Ludwig were a little more tight-lipped about this at the time of their court hearing. They
needn’t have worried though. Crucially, Ludwig & Ludwig didn’t incorporate Allis &
Wiens’ fan-spreading mechanism—a metal coil that helped separate the wires as they
were extended—into their version of the brush. As this was the only unique feature of
Allis & Wiens’ design—earlier patents for telescopic wire-brushes existed, albeit different
in form and function—Allis didn’t have a leg to stand on and his claim was dismissed. [18]
Louis Allis wasn’t the only one surprised by the verdict as eyebrows were still being raised
by patent lawyers some twenty years later. As Ellis Ridsdale observed in his 1949
publication, Patent laws and legislation:
Mechanical patents where a new use in a wholly non-analogous art involves no change in
construction are rare. One out-standing example is the flyswatter patent involved in the
case of Allis v. Ludwig & Ludwig.

You Showed Me the Way
Despite Ralph Berton’s apparent bitterness on behalf of his brother, Vic Berton would
have faced similar obstacles as Ludwig & Ludwig had he decided to commercially produce
his ‘invention’. Numerous patents for wire brushes already existed, so by cobbling
together a pair of his own all he’d done, in effect, was reinvent the wheel. A trip to the
hardware store to buy a pair of flyswatters would have saved him a great
deal of bother, and no doubt many
drummers did just that after seeing Vic
demonstrate his discovery. In the space
between developing his homemade
brushes and drum companies going into
production with their own versions, wirebrushes gained in popularity among the
drumming community.
They would
eventually become the de rigueur item of
the dance-band drummer and by the time
of the Allis v. Ludwig & Ludwig legal
scuffle, even the former was marketing his
fly-killer, predominantly, as a ‘drum
beater’. [19] Ralph Berton sums up the
atmosphere:
[Brushes] quickly became obligatory
equipment for the jazz drummer,
spreading like a prairie fire through the
music business. For the unvarying hollow
thud of the conventional drumstick—
another heritage from the brass band—
they substituted a crisp, agreeable swish
that struck exactly the right note in the
new, swinging, increasingly subtle jazz
beat. [20]
Was all this the result of one man though?

A 1912 instrument of mass-murder on the one hand, a
1928 instrument of mass-syncopation on the other.

You Don’t Learn That In School
Vic Berton may well have been the first man to scrape wire across drum-hide in the
Chicago area. It’s also possible that his pioneering efforts helped alert at least one local
drum-manufacturer to the commercial potential of brushes. If that was the case, then Vic
Berton deserves our full respect. However, there was already another school of wire-brush
players firmly established at the time. Putting Jelly Roll Morton’s possible influence aside
for one moment, this other school happened to be on the East coast.

In The Book of Jazz, from then till now, critic and author Leonard Feather interviewed
Dixieland musician Tony Sbarbaro for a chapter about drums. Sbarbaro arrived in New
York with the Original Dixieland Jazz Band in late January, 1917. According to Feather, “he
had never seen a pair of brushes before this time”. Sbarbaro’s band had spent the previous
year in Chicago, so clearly brush-playing existed in New York before it did in Chicago. We
can also deduce that there was no tradition of brush-playing in New Orleans prior to the
date given because Sbarbaro was native to that city.
Surely though, it was the drummers of New Orleans—the ‘Cradle of Jazz’—who developed
the technique of wire-brush playing? This isn’t borne out by the recollections of other
New Orleans drummers who were around at the time. According to Baby Dodds, he only
came across brushes when he moved to Chicago in the twenties:
In 1923 I used very heavy sticks. One day Joe [Oliver] told me, “I want to try to get you to
beat light,” and he brought me some wire brushes. It was a new thing and I was probably the
first guy that ever worked with wire brushes in this part of the country. [21]
Furthermore, Arthur ‘Zutty’ Singleton had this to say:
The first pair of brushes I ever had were sent from Chicago by Manuel Perez to Louis ‘Old
Man’ Cotrelle [Cottrell], the drummer with Piron. I studied his work a lot during the early
days. But Cotrelle didn’t care about them and gave them to me, and those were the first wire
brushes I ever saw in my life, around 1921. Before that, you had to get your soft effects just by
controlling your touch with the sticks. [22]
And Alfred Williams claimed that, “The wire brushes came into use in the ’20s. I had ’em
with Sam Morgan’s band”. [23] Williams was with Morgan’s band between the years 1922
and 1925.
All this suggests that brush playing was absent from New Orleans until the early 1920s.
Junk Man
So exactly how old is brush-playing? This is where things get a little murky. The academic
Harold Ordway Rugg, writing in 1931, was under the impression that wire-brushes were
first used by drummers during the time when jazz was introduced across the States:
By 1915 jazz had moved north…Young leaders were experimenting with new combinations of
instruments…Once these young band members got started there began a decade of
experimentation with time beat, orchestration, and new ways of playing instruments.
Experimenting leaders encouraged the individual players of their orchestras to invent new
sounds and combinations of tones…The drummer learned to produce seductive time beats
by brushing a fly-swatter across a snare drum. [24]
This period of experimentation coincided with—and in some cases was a continuation
of—a mid-decade trend for novelty. Commenting on New York’s early jazz scene, Wilder
Hobson once wrote:

Most of the “Jazz” bands which sought a popularity like that of the [Original] Dixieland
[Jazz Band] copied merely the latter’s gags and novelty effects, made a syncopated din which
had little or nothing to do with the jazz language as the Dixieland had learned it in New
Orleans; these Northern combinations were for the most part old-style ragtime “nut” bands
with added comedy features, an extra set of pots and pans for the drummer…[25]
In an effort to standout in a saturated marketplace, a good many bandleaders introduced
gimmick into their acts during the tail-end of ragtime. The drummer was often the worst
offender—a quick listen to the precursory 1914 novelty tune ‘My Hindoo Man’ by the Van
Eps Banjo Orchestra will explain all—and it wasn’t uncommon to see the pots and pans
that Hobson mentioned, positioned around the drum kit. It would be quite in keeping
with the period for these ‘nut’ bands to have used fly-swatters and evidently they did—
New York’s white, ragtime drummers were already using swats when the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band arrived in town at the beginning of 1917 [26]. Just as Jelly Roll Morton
had given a pair of fly-swatters to his drummer, “for a gag”, it seems that they were
introduced for the same reason in New York.

A 1916 Ragtime band. It was customary in those days to set up a small hardware
store to the side of the stage, in case diners wished to purchase a frying pan or
spare fire-bell.

That the Dixieland copy-cat bands were using brushes mainly for novelty appears to be
backed up by a 1922 tip published in the Lyceum magazine:
Don’t ditch the old fly swatters. You can give them to your favorite jazz band drummer to
use in depicting rain, sleet, steam engines, ostrich snores, eating soup, etc. [27]

The trend for serious brush-playing had gathered momentum by the time the above tip
appeared in print, but it does suggests that many early ‘jazz band’ drummers were using
brushes as little more than a sound-effect. Those who’d worked in theatre pits or as
sound-effects men in movie-houses, were possibly utilising techniques learned from
playing a ‘scratch box’, or stovepipe. An old trick used to recreate steam-engine sounds
was to drag a bundle of stiff, steel wires across a sheet of metal (often part of a woodenbox resonator) or section of metal stovepipe, the metal having been drilled or punched to
create a ‘cheese grater’ surface. [28] In the early days of silent-cinema though, some
drummers had already cottoned on to the idea of using fly-swatters with a snare drum to
produce sound-effects, thereby making scratch boxes and similar devices redundant. In
1909, aged only 12, the future composer and critic Virgil Thomson secured his first
professional engagement as a musician, in Kansas City:
That same summer there opened near by the first film house to serve our neighbourhood.
The price was five cents; the show, which repeated itself all evening, an hour long. The
program, changed nightly, consisted of an “illustrated song,” sung to piano accompaniment
and colored slides, and two short films—a drama and a comedy. I must have gone every
night. One evening just before opening time, someone came to the house asking if I would
substitute for the regular pianist…Being unskilled in improvisation, I simply played pieces I
knew while a trap drummer underlined the rhythm and added “effects” such as cowbells,
horses' hooves, bass drum thuds, and cymbal crashes. His flyswatter, always at hand in
summer, could be useful too for light drum taps. It was soon to become, in fact, under the
name of “brush”, standard drummers’ equipment. [29]
Whether these ‘light drum taps’ were for the purpose of providing rhythmic
accompaniment or for creating sound effects—the ‘pitter-patter’ of rain, for example—is
unclear, but Thomson’s account tells us that fly-swatters were being used by at least one
trap-drummer as early as 1909. How widespread their use was among the wider
drumming community is another thing altogether of course. Eventually, wire brushes
would become mainstream percussion accessories, but before drum companies got
involved in their manufacture they were still somewhat of a rarity on the bandstand. One
figure who did much to raise their profile during that transitional period was George
Lawrence Stone. Reflecting on those days, Stone recalled that flyswatters were:
...originally patented under the name “fly killer”…It was years later when some of us lit on
the possibilities of this item being used to swat the drumhead. The first instance of such use
might well have been a misguided dab at a fly lighting on a drumhead and the ensuing
delighted surprise at the sound evoked. No one has come forward, however, to claim the
honor of actually discovering the gadget's role in drumming. However, here in the East, it
was I , George Lawrence Stone, who was truly the pioneer of the swat…I had discovered the
calibre of the new sounds produced from merely wiping one brush across the drumhead
while swatting down and around with the other, and for months I demonstrated this new
and exciting method to all who would listen. However, the consensus of opinion of those
who bothered to listen was that “Stone is beginning to lose his marbles”. However, you can't
keep a good idea down, and finally, through the years, jazz brushes have caught on to the
extent that today’s modern would feel lost without this now-so-important tool of his trade.
[30]

Stone offers no timeframe for when he discovered for himself the rhythmic potential of
the flyswatter, but it must have been sometime after 1912 because he used the retractable
Allis-Wiens type of swat in those days:
The same wires were sheathed and unsheathed in the same cylindrical casing as of today, by
a sliding metal button situated at about the center of the casing, and they sold, I believe, for
one thin dime apiece. [31]
Clearly, Stone wasn’t the first person to have discovered the flyswatter’s “role in
drumming”. Not if Virgil Thomson remembered them being used in 1909. However, he
was—and arguably still is thanks to the continued popularity of his book Stick Control—a
hugely influential figure in the world of drumming. For that reason his efforts to promote
the use of brushes can’t be ignored.
Early wire-brush players may well have drawn on ideas borrowed from theatre soundeffects techniques, but for some drummers inspiration came from an even older tradition
of brush-playing. One that ran parallel at the time. Sterling Brown, in his 1946 essay
Stray Notes On Jazz, lamented the passing of Dixieland into, “what has been aptly called
the Whiteman era in jazz”—Whiteman being the dance-band leader Paul Whiteman who
popularised a form of tepid, orchestrated jazz that gained momentum from 1920 onwards.
In one section of his diatribe, contrasting the two styles, Brown complained that, “the
beating of a tom-tom subsided to the rustling of a whisk broom over sand paper”. And so it
is to the whisk-broom that we look for the possible ‘missing-link’ between sand-blocks
and the flyswatter.
Shoe Shine Swing
Proclaiming the first drummer to ever use fly-swatters as the originator of brushtechnique is no more absurd than saying that the first ever Fender-bass player invented
four-string bass. Just as the double bass pre-existed the electric bass, a tradition of using
whisk-brooms to create rhythm was around long before jazz drummers turned to the wire
brush. The difference is, however, that the practice of using whisk-brooms didn’t, in the
main, develop on the bandstand.
In 1907, the writer and traveller Charles Henry White wrote a lengthy account of being
brushed-down by a ‘negro’ barber in Charleston:
...his work, like that of the artist, becomes the labor of love. He loses sight of its commercial
possibilities in its technical resources. In his hands it [the whisk broom] is manipulated
until it becomes a vehicle of expression and takes its place among the instruments of
percussion…Your collar bone will be approached with a capriccioso movement that will soon
shape itself into an allegro non troppo as he reaches your shoulders. In the variegated
rhythms that follow in quick succession you unconsciously formulate well-remembered airs.
As he reached for my ribs, for an instant he was agitato, and I thought I traced Schumann’s
delightful “I’ll ne’er Complain”—only for a moment, for he had shifted to elaborate double
syncopations. This time the tempo was unmistakable—“I Don't Care if Yo’ Nevah Come
Back”—but doubtless realizing the inappropriateness of the selection, he drifted gracefully

into a delirious and exquisite bit of ragtime, drumming as he whistled in a faint pianissimo,
“Every Li’l Bit Helps”...Every artifice, every combination in the art of syncopated drumming
seemed to have been exhausted as he went flip-flap, pit-a-pat over my person till he reached
my abdomen, where he varied things with a tremolo that con amore, and I thought I
detected the opening movement of Grieg’s “Ich liebe dich”; but in the excitement and
nervous exaltation of the moment this may have been a foolish delusion. [32]

The 1942 air-ukulele championship gets off to a flying start!

Seen through modern eyes, White’s account is slightly patronising, but he was clearly in
awe of the musical talent he had stumbled across—enough to dedicate a sizable portion of
his magazine article to the experience and enough to stay and watch the next customer
being ‘whisked’, so that he could see how it was being done.
The barber’s use of the ‘whisk’ in this way wasn’t new in 1907. Its history can be traced
back at least three decades before the American Civil War. In 1839, the New Orleans
newspaper The Picayune had this to say about, “The Negro Barber-Boy”:
With what facility he moves his supple wrist and makes the down-driving broom play over

your back the most complicated tunes—beating time all the while with his foot, with a
precision that would do honor to the leader of the orchestra of the Orleans theatre; but then
the touch of the brush is so exceedingly light—it rebounds from your coat with the sprightly
elasticity of India-rubber. How often does the double and triple and common time put you
in mind of the castanets of the Castilian maid, and the rub-a-dub-dub of the drummer at
tattoo or reville! [33]
Over time, it wasn’t only barbers in the south who were experienced in the art. In 1917,
the future bandleader and bass-saxophonist Andy Kirk secured a, “porter and shoeshinning job at Jay's Barbershop in Sterling [Colorado]”. In his autobiography, Kirk had
this to say about the experience:
It was that showmanship in how you used the shining rag and brush. You’d draw the rag its
whole length across the shoe, then pop the rag and draw it back the other way, all in
rhythm. Every shoe shiner could think up his own patterns. You could even imitate the
sound of train wheels rolling over the tracks. Then you'd brush off the customer’s coat with
a whisk broom, in rhythm, like a drummer swishing his wire brushes on the snare or
cymbals. [34]
This was common practice among shoeshine-boys and there’s evidence to suggest that
they even used the whisk-broom to drum out rhythms on their stands to attract customers
and pass the time of day. [35]
Play That Barber Shop Chord
The tradition of the barbershop as a centre of musical activity had its roots in Renaissance
Europe. In Shakespeare’s London, for example, the custom was for a cittern—a fourstringed, fretted instrument of the guitar family—to hang from the wall for customers to
play at their leisure while waiting to be attended. When idle, barbers would, “passe their
time in life-delighting musique”. [36] Fast-forward to St. Louis in the early 20th Century and
at the barbershop you might, “hear those boys singin’ whilst they were waitin’ to have their
hair fixed…what they called barber shop fours”, yet still, “they’d have a guitar layin’ around.
Play it if you want to”. [37]
Society became more genteel during the Age of Enlightenment and the earthy
environment of the barbershop became less of an attraction for idlers. Subsequently, a
shave or haircut was a much quieter affair by the early-nineteenth century. In the
Americas, as in parts of continental Europe, the musical tradition continued however, and
due to their increasing dominance of the barbering trade—by way of example, one barber
quizzed about his profession in the 1850s claimed that there were no white barbers in
Louisiana [38]—African-American barbers became custodians of the practice. It may seem
incongruous that this state of affairs existed during the time of slavery, but as Henry A
Kmen wrote in Music in New Orleans, the Formative Years, 1791 - 1841:
...the city [New Orleans] was quite different from the better known pattern of plantation
slavery. Many of the city slaves were skilled artisans of one kind or other who plied their
trades and lived as though they were free, reporting periodically to their owners for the

purpose only of making a stipulated money payment from their earnings…In short, New
Orleans was full of slaves who, for a part or most of their time, were not too distinguishable
from their legally free brethren.
In a similar manner slaves became barbers in other parts of the south, alongside many
freed slaves (most famously the Mississippi diarist William T Johnson). And even before
emancipation African American barbers, whether free men or runaways, introduced or
helped to continue the tradition of music in barbershops throughout the north. After the
Civil War the barbershop became a hub of the African American male community: a place
to congregate, play music, sing and even dance. Many notable musicians received their
first musical instruction in these informal ‘classrooms’—Sidney Bechet and W.C. Handy to
name but two. [39] And the custom of providing a stringed instrument for customers to
play meant that the barbershop had a strong association with the Blues, especially when
the guitar became fashionable. Anyone who has watched the 1970s film documentary
Deep Blues will recall Clarksdale barber Wade Walton accompanying a guitarist in his
shop by sharpening his razor, in rhythm, on a leather strop. It’s easy to see, then, how
another work-tool, the whisk-broom, was brought into play and it’s almost certain that
the whisk was first used to accompany musicians in the environment of the barbershop.
Get Yourself a New Broom
By the turn of the 20th century the whisk-broom was firmly established “among the
instruments of percussion”, thanks to our barber and ‘bootblack’ friends, and it had
already worked its way into vaudeville. The husband-and-wife duo Fred Huber and Kitty
Allyne were performing a black-face minstrel routine from 1889 onwards that included,
“Violin and Banjo accompaniment, bone and whisk-broom solos”. [40] Everything except for
the whisk-broom was a cliché of the black-face genre, the instruments reflecting those
used by plantation slaves in former times. In an attempt to update these acts, ‘new’ items
such as the whisk-broom were incorporated to introduce audiences to a more ‘urbane’
African-American stereotype.
As unsavoury as the black-face acts were, they reflect the beginnings of African-American
influence on white musical-tastes. And artists like Huber & Allyne helped to establish the
whisk-broom as a staple prop of vaudeville. In 1912, the young dancer Jack Donahue was
performing a tap dance with a whisk broom on the New York stage. [41] The routine was
picked up by later ‘vaude’ performers and was being taught as a set piece, at least by one
dance-studio, in the mid-twentieth century. [42] The dance had by then evolved to
incorporate more than one performer, their brooms wrapped with ‘emory-cloth’—
presumably one brushed against the other to create rhythm. If one considers the many
‘hoofers’ who ran studios upon retiring from the stage, this use of sandpaper gives us some
idea of how the early vaudeville performers were generating sounds with their whisks.
It’s likely, then, that the, “rustling of a whisk broom over sand paper”, as witnessed by
Sterling Brown, came from this vaudeville tradition. And somewhere in the States there
was a period when this method for producing swish bridged the gap between sand-blocks
and wire-brushes. Possibly Washington DC as that was Brown’s stomping ground for
much of his life. It’s also possible that the Whiteman Orchestra itself used the technique.

Their 1926 recording Why Do You Roll Those Eyes features a section where a banjo is
accompanied by sand-blocks or, possibly, sandpaper and whisk.
Either way, it would be wrong to claim that any ‘transitional phase’ was universal; there is
no evidence to suggest that this was ever the case. Although a fairly new thing, wirebrushes were relatively commonplace during the ‘Whiteman era’ that Sterling Brown was
lambasting—at least in Chicago and New York. To any drummer already familiar with
brushes, this use of whisk-broom and sandpaper must surely have seemed antiquated.
The whisk-broom was far from being dead-in-the-water though.
Suitcase Blues
By the early 1920s, the white, jazz drummers of Chicago were well acquainted with the
rhythmic potential of whisk-brooms (note the plural). For a playing surface, they favoured
the suitcase—both as a means of amplifying the whisks and as a improvised bass-drum to
be kicked with one’s heel. In the late twenties, and possibly in earlier times, drummers
bound their suitcases with crinkled wrapping-paper. [43] This was done to create a more
abrasive surface for louder swish. When no suitcase was available, an empty instrumentcase borrowed from another musician would do. [44] All of this happened away from the
public gaze, however. Probably due to their size, it seems that whisk brooms were too
impractical to use with a snare drum and playing a suitcase onstage obviously didn’t hold
much appeal for the likes of Vic Berton and his contemporaries. Although the suitcase and

Jam Session (1930s) by George von Physter. The gentleman sitting on the suitcase brushes down
his dusty newspaper while the musicians play. Having let the housework slip, the woman on
the bed hides her face in shame.

whisks would eventually have its day in the limelight, the technique mostly remained a
hidden art in jazz circles; for many years the preserve of the late-night jam session. In
fact, whisks remained a familiar sight at jam sessions—and not just in Chicago—well into
the 1940s: New York nightclub owner Reuben Harris was fond of jamming along with the
pianists he booked using a pair of whisk brooms and a newspaper folded over a empty
beer-crate. [45] By that time though, whisk-playing had pretty much had its day.
Ultimately, it fell from favour as wire-brush technique developed: whisk-brooms were
simply too cumbersome when playing the ‘tricky stuff’. [46]
All this raises the question of why whisks continued to be used at a time when wirebrushes were widely available. Arguably, musicians were simply using whatever
implements came to hand at jam-sessions. Having said that, it wouldn’t take much to slip
a pair of brushes into a inside-coat-pocket when leaving the door. One would think then,
that whisks were louder than brushes or superior in some other way. From my own
experiments though, there are no obvious advantages to using them: whisks are slightly
quieter and provide a softer tone with whatever improvised playing surface is to hand. [47]
In fact, it was mostly amateurs and non-drummers who continued to play whisk-brooms
at jam sessions [48]. This in part explains their continued popularity, but some
professional drummers also favoured their use.
As hinted at earlier, there was a trend from 1929 onwards, lasting a good few years, for
using the suitcase and whisks onstage, mostly for novelty value. The two main
protagonists of this setup were Frank ‘Josh’ Billings of The Mound City Blue Blowers and
later Virgil Scoggins (sometimes written as ‘Scroggins’) of The Spirits of Rhythm.
Although the leader of the Blowers, Red McKenzie, had misgivings, once incorporated
into their line-up, Billings and his suitcase were an overnight success. According to Eddie
Condon, banjo player with the Blue Blowers:
At parties everyone wanted to play the suitcase, and sooner or later everyone did…among
the suitcase players were [theatrical producer] Earl Carrol, [actress] Gloria Swanson, and
[actor] Billy Leeds. [49]
It is tempting to think that McKenzie’s dealings with the Spirits of Rhythm—he managed
the outfit for a time—was what prompted Scoggins’ use of the suitcase, but Scoggins was a
suitcase drummer long before the likes of Josh Billings and other McKenzie alumni (see
my article about Billings). Scoggins was a dancer and when on the road, at night in his
room, he'd rehearse steps using his hands on his suitcase, because his feet made too much
noise. Pleased with the sound, he bought some whisks and became a suitcase drummer.
[50]

But how about before the jazz age? Was the suitcase and whisk ever used by ‘spasm
bands’, as mooted by Ralph Berton?
Hokum Stomp
A 1945 publication had this to say about the spasm bands of New Orleans:
Spasm bands, composed of small Negro boys using makeshift instruments, who tap-dance

and ‘put it on’ for pedestrians, are often seen in the streets of the Vieux Carré. They run
behind strollers and, catching up, immediately go into violent twistings and contortions,
accompanied by pleas of ‘Gimme a penny, Mister! Gimme a nickel, Mister!’ Some do their
dances without any musical accompaniment at all, and some of the dances are definitely
individual. [51]
Although in New Orleans the members of spasm bands were mostly children, all over the
south poorer adults also resorted to making home-made instruments to create music.
Depending on what household items they used, these groups were known as ‘tub’,
‘washboard’ or ‘jug’ bands. Other names included ‘hokum’, ‘skiffle’ and ‘jook’ bands. They
played a mixture of ragtime and blues and it wasn’t uncommon to encounter such a ragtag
bunch of musicians playing in a saloon (the word ‘jook’ coming from ‘jook-joint’). It was
in this environment that the precociously young ragtime-pianist John “Knocky” Parker
began his professional career.
In a 1973 interview for JEMF quarterly, John Parker was specifically quizzed about, “the
process of white and black musical interaction in the Southwest”. He was in a unique
position to talk about the subject as he’d been a white boy—quite literally: he was only
eight at the time—playing alongside older, African-American musicians in the saloons of
Dallas from 1926 onwards. When asked about the instruments used by his band-mates,
Parker replied that they, “had more home-made and more worn-out instruments”. On the
subject of percussion, he recalled that they would use brushes and whisk brooms on,
“suitcases of all kinds and different sizes. They would take a suitcase to be a drum”. [52]
The 1926 date precludes the possibility that these Dallas musicians were jumping on the
Billings-Scroggins bandwagon, which had yet to happen. It is also important to remember
that they weren’t playing battered and homemade instruments for novelty—showing
affluent audiences at society functions how ‘down-home’ they could get—but out of
necessity. Pianist Sammy Price was part of the Dallas music scene during the 1920s.
Reflecting on his childhood in Texas, Price had this to say:
...just about the only instruments that Blacks
had any access to, could get their hands on or
make, were percussion instruments: an
occasional drum, tambourines, the triangle.
And then there was the harmonica, and
sometimes someone had a guitar, but that's
about it…black folk couldn't get their hands on
any instruments, and those that did played
church music…Jazz and blues were played by
outlaws in dives and at juke joints, '49 camps
and picnics. [53]
An early form of the interactive video-game Rock
How far back these Dallas musicians were
Band. Note the unusual game-controllers.
using whisks with suitcases is academic. The
practice must have been common across the
south. Due to its use by barbers and shoeshine boys, the whisk broom was such a familiar
part of the everyday musical landscape that many folk wouldn’t have thought twice about

picking up a pair to provide some rhythmic accompaniment. And suitcases were certainly
used for percussion in the south outside of Dallas. Around the time that Vic Berton was
making the transition from whisks to wire brushes, the guitar player Danny Barker (then a
mere boy) was forming his first Spasm band, ‘The Boozan Kings’, in his home town of New
Orleans. He drafted in five friends, one of whom was “Charles Blaine on suitcase”. [54]
Blaine played alongside a regular drummer and one wonders if his suitcase acted as bass
drum to the other band member’s ‘side drum’ (snare).
As to how drumming with whisks transferred to the young, white jazz musicians of
Chicago, suitcases were common enough among musicians and economic migrants from
the south—any one of whom could have taken the practice north during the period of the
‘Great Migration’ (the years just either side of, and including, WWI). After gigs Vic Berton
would sit in with jazz bands, some of them from the south. It’s not unreasonable to
assume that he jammed with musicians from those bands, in private, after-hours. The
baton (albeit with bristles attached to one end) could, therefore, have been passed to him
in this manner. Another possibility is that Berton, or one of his inner circle, witnessed
street musicians from the south playing the suitcase. Although the following event,
recounted by drummer Louie Bellson, happened in New York and at a much later date, it
demonstrates one possible way in which the whole suitcase-drumming trend could have
started in Chicago:
Drummers today think they need all this state-of-the-art equipment, but I remember playing
at the Apollo a couple of times in the early ’40s, and there was this guy who used to be on
the corner. I think his name was Rhythm Willie, and he played harmonica and accompanied
himself with some old, beat-up brushes and a homemade pair of sticks on a battered
suitcase. And this guy could make that suitcase sound better than a set of drums. There
was always a big crowd around him, and he would just be swinging. [55]
A third possibility—one that shouldn’t be overlooked—is that the idea for using the
suitcase came about independently from musicians using them in the south. Perhaps the
Chicago drummers had looked for a way to amplify whisks during jam sessions and a
suitcase was the obvious choice. The initial influence for using the whisk broom would
still have come from southerners, however. Most likely from shoeshine boys. That the
practice of brushing-down customers in rhythm existed in Chicago during the jazz age is
certain. Clarinettist Albert Nicholas worked with Joe Oliver’s band at a place called the
Plantation in 1925. Reminiscing about the club, he recalled:
The shoe shine boy, I mean the washroom attendant, who would brush you down, he was a
jive king. When he’d take the whisk broom he’d brush you in rhythm and hit behind your
pockets and jingle that change you know. [56]
Will the Circle Be Unbroken
In recent years, the manufacturer Rosendahl Copenhagen brought out a fly-swatter. Its
sleek, stainless-steel handle ends in a narrow-fan of long, black, polyester wires. The
words ‘aesthetically pleasing’ don’t even begin to describe this beauty. The marketing
hype is similar to that used a century ago, in that the fly isn’t crushed when hit by this

brush, merely ‘stunned’. Inevitably, this designer fly-swatter comes with a designer pricetag attached to it and some comments posted on review sites have been along the lines of,
“Save your money and buy a cheap pair of drum-brushes instead”. Oh, the irony! How
fitting, then, that as the centenary of the introduction of the Allis & Wiens fly-swatter
approaches, I find myself staring at a 21st century fly-swatter wondering about its potential
as a drum-beater. It seems that we’ve come full-circle.

It’s a fly-swatter Jim…

The history of the brushes isn’t straightforward. Despite competition from alternatives
such as sand-blocks and whisk brooms, drummers eventually converged on the wirebrush as a means to provide subtler accompaniment when required. In different parts of
the States, different evolutionary paths were taken to get to that point. Ultimately
though, it was the involvement of the drum companies that united these seemingly
isolated schools of brush-players that had popped up during, and after, WWI. On the
back of a growing trend, Ludwig & Ludwig, and others, began manufacturing their own
wire-brushes in the early-to-mid 1920s; and the full force of their marketing campaigns
really did create the prairie fire Ralph Berton spoke of. Although Vic Berton may not have
been solely responsible for starting that fire, his brother Ralph was correct when he said
that we take brushes for granted these days.
So, the next time you’re sitting at your kit and reach for the fly-swatters—because that’s
basically what they are—take a moment to reflect on their long history. Spare a thought
for the barbers of New Orleans who brushed down customers in rhythm with their whisks;
the suitcase drummers of Dallas and Chicago who adopted the technique for their own
means; Vic Berton, who was so inspired by the sound of whisks that he made a pair of

wire-brushes to try out on his kit; Ludwig & Ludwig who brought out the ‘Jazz Stick’,
based on the Allis & Wiens Fly-Killer; the evangelical George Lawrence Stone and New
York’s Dixieland drummers, all of whom used fly-swatters when there was no other
available option. Above all though, remember the many musicians who have played a part
in the development of brush-technique over the decades, and those who continue to do
so. Without them, the wire-brush would have remained an implement for killing flies and
nothing more.
If you have enjoyed this article then please support brushbeat by buying a copy of my
book, The Richmond Assault: a short history of barber-musicians and their role in the
development of brush-playing. Either search for the title at completelynovel.com or use
the following link:
https://completelynovel.com/search?query=the+richmond+assault&commit=Go
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